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Monthly calendar december 2018 template

Think of the Gregorian calendar: 52 weeks is divided unevenly into 12 months, each with an irregular number of days. The problem is obvious: 52 divided by 12 is 4.33 - not the most convenient math for dividing things. But what if there was an easier way? Say, month 13? This math is much simpler: 52
divided into 13 is four. If we risk another month, each month will be exactly the same: four weeks, or 28 days. Tatiana Ayazo/Rd.comIn In fact, the idea of an international permanent calendar was previously proposed and earned quite a bit of character in the late 1920s, when Moses B. Cotsworth, a
Northeast rail consultant, began shopping for business members, city Lab reports. It is an inaccurate and different time index that is a constant nuisance in business and a misleading unit in science. It doesn't mean anything religious. A month is just a bad habit. No doubt a 13-month calendar will be
easier to follow than the 12-month calendar the editorial smiles on. Under the international fixed calendar program, each year will divide exactly 52 weeks equal to 13 months of four weeks and 28 days. These days will also be easier to manage: any date number will fall on the same day of the week each
month (the 20th, for example, will always fall on a Friday). Holidays would also be easier to remember, and one-of-a-day holidays, like Labor Day, were constant. It's even good for business. Because each month will contain the same number of business days, monthly statistical comparisons will be more
accurate. So what were the drawbacks? Well, for example, every month was Friday the 13th (that's why Friday the 13th isn't good for Americans), and birthdays would fall on the same day of the week each year (meaning about 1 in 7 people would be stuck with a Monday birthday forever!). From a
business perspective, 13 months is hard to split into quarters. The biggest hurdle, however, may have been that Americans just don't like change. Unfortunately, just as Cotsworth and friends gained momentum for their program, World War II broke out in Europe. Life and death matters were officially
more important than establishing uniform days of the week. But if the day comes when the world will finally make the change, as the editors of Outlook were confident it would be, we could look back on our current calendar with confusion. One day, a month will be as clear as an hour, a day, or a year, they
write. When that time comes people will look back on the 12-month year as a period of incredible inertia. This month, the sun goes through naughty rainbow luck for a hardworking Capricorn – and Jupiter goes with it! Jupiter, the health and wealth star, was his Sagittarius sign over the past year, helping
you expand your reach and play bigger in any arena of your life it touched. But once he moves to Gadi B-2, it's time for you to turn those ideas into reality through hard work and smart business moves. When Jupiter syncs with visionary Uranus on the 15th, an unexpected opportunity helps you get a foot
in the door. Still, the biggest moment this month comes on the 26th, when a capricorn solar power eclipse (amplified by Jupiter) gives you an edge towards your most ambitious goals of 2020. The universe has a huge holiday gift with your name on it, but you've got to banish any doubt in your head that
you don't deserve it. You've earned it, so stay focused, be strong, and get ready for an amazing month! Original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis If you already feel like it's time to play bigger at work, you're absolutely right! The Jupiter expansion star moves into your professional sector in 2nd, starting a
year of unprecedented achievements and growth that could lead you straight to Suite C. It's in sync with surprise star Uranus on the 15th, you'll have to act fast to leapfrog this opportunity. An unexpected announcement comes under Jamini's full moon on the 12th that requires some adjustments to your
grand plan, but chiron healing directly on your sign that day ensures that whatever they are is good for you in the long run. You'll probably be too busy celebrating your victory to worry too much about it anyway, especially after the sun joins the party in your career area, turning your professional brilliance
even further. But your biggest increase comes on the 26th, when a lucky solar eclipse (signed by Jupiter Luck) marks the start of a new, larger job or form of employment that feels more like a calling than a daily grind. It's been a long time coming, and now that it's here, you wouldn't have done it any other
way. Original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis with Jupiter Luck into your wandering lust sector on 2, your upcoming year is set to be quite the trip! Whether you're committing to a major writing or media project, learning a new language or getting a lot of fresh ink in your passport, you're going to
seriously expand your reach. Under the full moon of Gemini on the 12th, there may be doubts about how you'll fund this adventure, but Jupiter is in sync with the surprise planet Uranus in your sign on the 15th provides a solution at the eleventh hour. It's a leap of faith, but this one's totally worth it in the
end. Once love for the Venus God moves into your professional sector on the 20th, you can easily win over potential customers, bosses or guides. By the time the Capricorn eclipse joins the action on the 26th, you'll be ready to step out of your comfort zone and into your final journey, which may just
realize to be your wildest yet. Original illustration by Stephanie De Angelis Your light sign Ready to get serious over the next 12 months, as Jupiter Luck moves to Capricorn, your intimacy sector, for a year to stay starting at 2. With mercury chatting to your relationship area on the 9th, expect it to start with
some important conversations with your loved ones - especially romantic partners - about what will move on, like being cheerful, sharing feelings or even joining your bank accounts. (If you're single, it can just as easily check with yourself about your wishes and needs!) Under the full moon in your sign on
the 12th, ask for what you really want, even if it's hard. Fortunately, Jupiter in sync with The Independent Uranus on the 15th helps you strike the right balance. By the time the sun, the eclipse and Markory join the Action of the Gadi on the 21st, 26th and 28th, you will be ready to advance into unmapped
emotional territory. Yes, you're a new trailfly, but you get so much love if you're willing to dive deep in 2020. Original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis with Jupiter Luck to area your relationships on 2, you really are the company you keep - and you will be keeping company with some pretty impressive
people over the next 12 months! Your tugs will be at an all-time high, so whether you're looking for a lover, a creative partner, or a best friend, you might find a soul mate this year. Keep your eyes open on the 15th, when surprise star Uranus sends someone unexpected but totally perfect your way.
Meanwhile, a gemini-filled moon in your house of Endings on 12 helps you tie up any emotional loose ends and get some much-needed perspective before forging ahead with any new connections. Thanks to being used on the 21st and a coincidence at the same mark on the 26th, the universe puts you
exactly where you need to be to meet the people who will become your new support system or strengthen your relationship with those who have been by your side all the time. An original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis has a lot to like about Jupiter luck moving into your wellness area about 2 a year's
sleep. If you were stuck in a rut, this energy will help you motivate you to start a routine that is much more supportive of your body, mind and soul. It's also great to take a step up in the office, too! When Uranus Rebellious syncs with Jupiter on the 15th, you may have the sudden urge to part with the way
you've done things with regards to health and wealth. Could it be time for a personal trainer, a spa day, or a Marie Kondo-style cleanse? Whatever you decide, it's a welcome change of pace. With a full moon of twins illuminating your group sector about 12, you may find that some in your circles envy your
personal growth. It's okay, it's okay. When you do better, it reminds them that they can do more, too. So keep going, and when the sun and the eclipse start my clothes on the 21st and the 26th, your hard work Starting to make up. Original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis this month, It's All Love! That's
because Jupiter moves into your infatuations and creativity area on the 2nd, putting you back in touch with the pleasure principle - that is, what it means to have a good time. If it's been a while since you got out, the social Mercury for your home sector on the 9th can see you having a holiday party at your
home or hosting friends from out of town in the next few weeks. You may need to tie a few things in the office before you can activate your message outside the office under The Full Moon of Jamini on the 12th, but after that, it's a smooth cruise until 2020. Mark the 15th of your calendar because the muse
may visit you thanks to an electrical alignment between Jupiter and Smart Uranus in the ninth house of extensive projects. With sunshine and clever markorie following Jupiter's lead to Gadi on the 21st on the 28th, you won't be short of inspiration. With support from the Gedi eclipse on the 26th, you can
rest assured that what you decide to pursue now could be your next big thing. Original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis on 2, Jupiter Luck makes his way to your home, family, and emotions area for a year's stay and some seriously heart opening experiences. Whether you decide to buy a house or
move into a new apartment, start a family or come to terms with your feelings about those you have, what happens over the next 12 months helps you heal in ways you couldn't expect, especially when Jupiter links arms with the surprising planet Uranus in your intimacy sector on the 15th. Meanwhile, a
restless full moon of twins in your 12th house can hurt you with intense wander lust, but for now, trust that this house is exactly where you need to be. Fortunately, the love god Venus into your naughty fifth home on 20 helps you enjoy no matter where you are. And once the sun and eclipse follow Jupiter
to the front of your cosmic home on the 21st and 26th, so much about what you really need to feel at home will be illuminated. An original illustration of Stephanie De Angelis What story do you want to tell the world? At 2, the universe helps you answer that question when the lucky Jupiter moves into your
communications area for next year. You have the opportunity to increase your platform to unprecedented heights through writing, speaking, or expressing yourself differently, and attracting a supportive community along the way. When Surprise Star Uranus in your partnership sector syncs with Jupiter on
15, you may find you have support for your work in unexpected places! Meanwhile, a full moon of complicated Gemini on the 12th means it may be time you were more selective with your social circles. It's hard growing up from people, but at least that means you're growing up! Once the sun and the
eclipse follow Jupiter to Gadi on the 21st and 26th, you are poised to become the leader of And connect with powerful people along the way. Not everyone will be able to track where you're going, but count on the destination being worth it. An original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis has grown so much
over the past year with Jupiter lucky in your sign, and once Jupiter moves into your net sector and self-worth on 2, it's time for you to turn this progress into profit. It can come in the form of a new job or a promotion, an investment that grows your wealth, or a budget that finally allows for some luxury –
whatever form it takes, it feels like a huge victory! Even if you have some doubts at first, the good vibrations of visionary Uranus on the 15th helps you see that you really earned it. Meanwhile, a chatty full moon of twins in your partnership area on the 12th can bring a heart-to-heart conversation with
someone you care about. Whatever the outcome, you won't dwell on it too long, because you'll have plenty of holiday gifts to enjoy until the supercharged Capricorn eclipse lights up your silver area on 26. The universe is giving you a gift this year, and all you have to do is get it! Original illustration by
Stephanie DeAngelis with strict Saturn and intense Pluto in your sign in recent years, you've been doing a lot of personal heavy lifting - but Jupiter Luck into Capricorn on 2 is about to lighten the load! He'll be by your side for the next 12 months, which gives you the motivation you need to upgrade your life
through something as big as a new or basic career move like sticking to a workout routine, especially when Jamini's full moon lights up your health and habit area on the 12th. Your transformation can manifest itself in some unexpected ways when the surprising planet Uranus syncs with Jupiter on the
15th, but you'll love all the changes that come your way. But your biggest moment of the month comes on the 26th, when a solar eclipse incidentally in your sign gives you a huge advantage towards a long dream. Associate these good feelings with hard work, and you can't lose! Original illustration by
Stephanie DeAngelis If the daily grind has been exhausting you lately, you will feel so much better once Justice moves into your spirituality sector on 2nd and charms back into your life. He'll stay there for the next year, so get ready for 12 months of deep insight and -- finally -- how much rest is needed.
And under capricorn's intense eclipse on the 26th, you're able to recover from any particularly powerful curveball this year throwing your way. Even better, a lovely Gemini-filled moon in your pleasure zone on 12 steers you back to passion projects (or love interest) that makes you feel most alive. Plus,
Venus into your sign on the 20th improves the effect, Mistletoe required! Original illustration by Stephanie DeAngelis with Justice into your friendship and region groups on 2 for a year stay, you are about to become the life of the party! Over the next 12 months, you'll meet people who have become lifelong
friends or deepen your relationships with those who have been by your side the whole time. Even better, when Smart Uranus syncs with Jupiter on the 15th, you can attract a new mentor or join the community that put you in the VIP area. Under the full moon of Gemini in your home and family sector on
the 12th, you may need to make some changes to your holiday plans to match all the orders you've received. Say no to dealings with people who don't respect your limits, or they're in it just for the 1/2000s. Finally, Capricorn's solar eclipse on the 26th closes the month on an inspiring day. Leadership may
not be your default setting, but you're about to feel much more comfortable with your authority in 2020! 2020!
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